An important set of applications, from diverse domains such as cosmological simulations, data mining, and computer graphics, involve repeated, depth-rst traversal of trees. As these applications operate over massive data sets, it is often necessary to distribute the trees to process all of the data. In this paper, we introduce SPIRIT, a framework to ease the writing of distributed tree applications. SPIRIT automates the challenging tasks of tree distribution, optimizing communication and parallelizing independent computations. The common algorithmic pattern in tree traversals is exploited to e ectively schedule parallel computations and improve locality. As a result, we identify systematic ways of exploiting pipeline parallelism in these applications and show how this parallelism can be complemented by selective application of data parallelism to provide greater speed-ups without requiring excessive data replication. SPIRIT is packaged into a set of application programming interfaces (APIs) that developers can use to create scalable applications. Evaluation of SPIRIT on various tree traversal algorithms shows a scalable system. We also nd that SPIRIT implementations perform substantially less communication and achieve signi cant performance improvements over implementations in other distributed graph systems, and are competitive against state-of-the-art, handtuned, application-speci c implementations.
INTRODUCTION
A common algorithmic pattern that arises in many applications in social networking, data mining, computer graphics, etc., is tree traversal. These applications often consist of repeated traversals of a tree-for example, repeated traversals of an object tree during ray Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. tracing to determine the color of each eye ray. These applications tend to possess abundant data parallelism: the tree traversals are independent, so each of the millions or even billions of tree traversals can be performed in parallel. As input sizes increase, the data sets can easily become too large to be processed on a single machine.
A natural approach to continuing to parallelize tree applications is to simply process the data across multiple machines: replicate the tree on multiple nodes, then have each node process a portion of the data set. Sadly, this approach does not really work, because the size of the tree being traversed typically increases commensurate with the number of traversals. As a result, it is infeasible to have the tree replicated at each node. Instead, the only possible approach is to distribute the tree across multiple nodes. Consequently, it is necessary to restructure the traversal application to handle traversals that can span multiple nodes.
Tree traversals on a distributed tree presents a host of challenges. First, because the tree is no longer replicated across all of the nodes, we cannot rely on data parallelism arising from processing multiple independent traversals in parallel to provide work for all nodes. We must nd parallelism from other sources. One such source of parallelism is pipeline parallelism, where each traversal is broken into a pipeline of sub-traversals, and sub-traversals in di erent portions of the distributed tree can proceed in parallel, allowing all nodes to perform work even if they do not hold the entire tree.
Second, because individual traversals now span multiple nodes, we must schedule tree traversals to maximize locality while minimizing communication. In contrast to the kinds of applications targeted by most distributed and parallel graph frameworks [8, 10, 15, [17] [18] [19] , each tree traversal spans large portions of the tree, rather than small regions of a graph. Hence, it is not practical to consider each tree traversal as a single (or even atomic) unit of computation for processing. Instead, traversals must be carefully split up and interleaved to achieve good performance.
Finally, we must ensure that the pipeline does not contain any bottlenecks due to sub-traversals overloading a particular subtree on a node. This requires the ability to identify and replicate bottleneck subtrees on multiple nodes. Because this replication trades o memory usage (more replication consumes more overall memory) for performance (more replication ameliorates more hotspots), an application should be able to tune its replication level to achieve the right balance.
Contributions
In this paper, we introduce SPIRIT, a space-adaptive, distributed tree traversal framework. SPIRIT distributes a tree across multiple nodes, and then carefully schedules multiple tree traversals across these subtrees to achieve parallelism, promote locality, and provide load balance. The chief features of SPIRIT are:
(1) SPIRIT provides pipeline parallelism for traversals. It splits traversals into sub-traversals that end at subtree boundaries, allowing sub-traversals that are in di erent subtrees to execute simultaneously on di erent nodes. (2) SPIRIT carefully schedules the resulting ner-granularity tasks to improve locality: sub-traversals that are accessing the same portion of a subtree will execute in close succession. It also reduces communication: sub-traversals on a node that want to communicate with the same remote node aggregate their messages. (3) SPIRIT provides load balance by selectively replicating portions of the tree that are heavily loaded, allowing multiple nodes to take on the responsibility of handling those sub-traversals. This feature also allows SPIRIT to be spaceadaptive: programmers can tune the amount of replication, providing a balance between pure pipeline parallelism, which requires no data replication, but may have limited parallelism in practice, and pure data parallelism, which has abundant parallelism, but requires complete replication of the tree at each node. (4) SPIRIT provides APIs that allows programmers to easily implement their tree traversal algorithms without considering the challenges of distribution or scheduling.
We evaluate SPIRIT on 5 tree traversal benchmarks and show that it achieves both strong and weak scaling across these challenging applications, even when resource limitations prevent fully replicating the tree. We demonstrate the advantages of SPIRIT's space adaptivity-SPIRIT can smoothly trade o space usage for parallelism, and, when su cient resources are available, a SPIRIT application is able to perform equivalently to a fully-replicated, data-parallel implementation. Finally, we compare SPIRIT implementations to prior work in two ways: we show that SPIRIT implementations far outperform implementations using existing distributed graph frameworks, and we show that SPIRIT is competitive with, and sometimes better than, existing custom implementations of traversal algorithms.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we begin by discussing terminology and tree traversal characteristics common to the benchmark applications. Scheduling and locality opportunities in a tree traversal algorithm and their applicability in a distributed setting are discussed next. Finally, available approaches to distributed graph processing, example frameworks, and the challenges involved in using the frameworks to create distributed tree applications are explained.
Terminology and Traversal Characteristics
This paper considers distributing and parallelizing tree traversal applications. A tree traversal consists of a set (or multiple sets) of depth-rst traversals of a tree (the vertices of the tree can have any number of children, though in practice, most trees are binary trees or octrees). Points are the entities that traverse the tree. Points may not perform a complete traversal of the tree: a traversal may be truncated at any vertex, leading the point to skip visiting the subtree rooted at that vertex. While the tree may be altered in the overall application execution scenario, during tree traversal, neither 1 void T r a v e r s e T r e e ( V e r t e x v , P o i n t p ) { 2 s t a t u s = E v a l u a t e V e r t e x ( v , p ) 3 i f ( s t a t u s i s t r u n c a t e ) return 4 i f ( s t a t u s i s t r a v e r s e _ l e f t ) { 5 T r a v e r s e T r e e ( v . l e f t C h i l d , p ) 6 T r a v e r s e T r e e ( v . r i g h t C h i l d , p ) 7 } e l s e { 8 T r a v e r s e T r e e ( v . r i g h t C h i l d , p ) 9 T r a v e r s e T r e e ( v . l e f t C h i l d , p ) 10 } } Figure 1 : Tree Traversal in Nearest Neighbor.
the tree structure nor the vertex properties are altered (in other words, in applications where the tree does change, the changes happen between di erent sets of traversals being performed on the tree). A node is a physical machine that houses a partition of the distributed tree and is involved in some computation, which is primarily traversal of points through the partition. Figure 1 shows the pseudocode for a nearest-neighbor (NN) algorithm [27] implemented using a kd-tree traversal. The goal is to nd closest point(s), based on some distance function, to a query point. First, a set points representing the feature space in N dimensions is organized into a kd-tree. The tree is built top-down, recursively partitioning the feature space into two subspaces along one of the N dimensions until a subspace contains a single or some prede ned number of points. Each vertex of the tree hence represents a (sub)space of the feature space. The tree is then traversed depth-rst to nd the closest neighbor(s) of the query point.
Tree traversal algorithms and locality
The traversal begins by guessing the distance to closest neighbor and sets it to a very large value. At every vertex on the traversal path, the query point determines whether the vertex's subspace could contain a point that is closer than the current guess (line 2). If so, the query point updates the current guess and the traversal proceeds to explore the vertex's children. If not, the traversal is truncated and proceeds to unexplored vertices of the tree. When the traversal reaches a leaf, point(s) in the leaf's subspace are inspected and the query point updates its guess for its closest neighbor.
Locality. Nearest neighbor applications often have multiple query points and the traversal paths of query points have a set of vertices in common with other query points. This means that traversals of multiple query points can be scheduled to access the common set of vertices in close succession to improve temporal locality. As the queries are independent, the traversals can be interleaved, and multiple vertex computations (by multiple points) can be scheduled simultaneously. Point blocking [14] exploited the locality available at this ner granularity of vertex computations in the context of shared-memory systems.
Distributed traversal. A distributed tree traversal must check for the presence of remote vertices-vertices existing on remote nodes. If the vertex is remote, a message must be sent to the remote node for scheduling the sub-traversal on the subtree rooted at the remote vertex and the sub-traversal on the current node must be suspended until the exploration of remote subtree is complete. The current node can then schedule another traversal when available. Traversals of multiple points touching the same remote vertex could be aggregated on the current node before sending a single message to the remote node to schedule their respective sub-traversals. Thus, a pipeline of sub-traversals together with aggregation, enable parallel execution of traversals, and reduce communication overhead in addition to improving locality of remote subtree accesses-SPIRIT is designed to leverage this insight.
Graph processing frameworks
Many graph processing frameworks allow programmers to write kernels that ignore the distribution of the graph, performing all of the necessary distribution and communication automatically and transparently [6, 8, 10, 15, [17] [18] [19] . However, these frameworks adopt a vertex-centric programming model 1 : the kernels that they encourage programmers to write operate on a single vertex and its edges, or, at best, a small region in the graph. Each such kernel is considered a task, and the graph frameworks derive parallelism from processing numerous such tasks in a bulk-synchronous manner. The small size of each task makes it straightforward to schedule for improved locality, reduced communication, task migration for load balancing etc.
For a subset of tree traversal algorithms, the vertex-centric approach is simply not suitable. Traversing an oct-tree in BarnesHut [3] , a kd-tree in ray tracing [24] or in computing two-point correlation [9] , or a vp-tree in nding nearest neighbors [27] , is based on depth-rst order and hence, there is no parallelism at the vertex level in these traversal algorithms.
Also, the trees are traversed repeatedly without any dependency across traversals. Thus, though there exists plenty of opportunities for parallelism when a sequence of vertex accesses spanning the entire tree is considered, the vertex-centric approach misses this while focusing on an individual vertex or small region of the tree in identifying independent computations. Moreover, a vertex-centric approach can miss opportunities for better locality or reduced communication by exploiting similarities across traversals.
Distributed GraphLab (DGL) [17] . DGL adopts a vertex-centric approach to distributed graph processing. Algorithms in DGL are captured in an easy-to-program template of Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS). A GAS operation on a vertex is essentially a vertex computation that is scheduled for parallel execution by the programmer. In the gather phase, results of vertex computations of adjacent vertices are aggregated. The apply phase uses the aggregated results to perform some computation at the current vertex. Based on the results of the apply phase, the scatter phase updates adjacent edges, thereby scheduling new vertex computations on adjacent vertices in the next iterative step. At the end of an iterative step, all the vertices are checked for a change in state to determine convergence. DFS traversals are inherently unsuitable to the GAS model of execution as they have low vertex-level parallelism.
Parallel BGL (PBGL) [10] . PBGL provides a more exible abstraction to graph distribution and traversal: built-in skeletons are provided for creation and traversal of distributed graphs in addition to the data structures necessary for their manual creation. The traversal abstractions (visitors) of PBGL are primarily focused on distributing and parallelizing a single traversal (e.g., by processing multiple vertices in a breadth-rst search simultaneously). Unfortunately, in our tree traversal algorithms, traversals are depth-rst, and hence have no opportunity for intra-traversal parallelism. Moreover, PBGL cannot exploit opportunities for inter-traversal locality, message aggregation, and load balance that are a orded by the execution of multiple traversals of a single tree.
Thus, to exploit new parallelism opportunities, to schedule traversals for optimizing communication and locality, and to address the challenges in distributed tree creation, we developed SPIRIT, a framework that exploits inter-traversal behaviors to improve performance and reduce communication. SPIRIT provides a traversalcentric set of abstractions for writing distributed tree applications, as described in the following sections.
SPIRIT
This section describes the design of SPIRIT, a framework for writing distributed, space-adaptive tree applications.
Tree partitioning and distribution
To distribute computation across multiple nodes, SPIRIT partitions the tree into subtrees, with each node assigned one or more subtrees. Figure 2 shows a tree partitioned into three subtrees of height, SubtreeHei ht. The subtrees are labeled 1, 2, and 3, and created on di erent nodes. (Subtrees 4 and 5 are replicas of 1 and are explained in Section 3.4; for now, we ignore them). Each subtree's root, except that of subtree 1, is called a pseudo-root (to distinguish them from the true root of the tree). Similarly, vertices whose children belong to a di erent subtree are called pseudo-leaves (and note that those children are, by de nition, pseudo-roots).
SPIRIT includes tree building algorithms for three types of spatial trees: kd-trees, octrees, and vp-trees. Programmers can also implement their own tree building algorithms. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode of octree building.
Initially, all the processes collectively determine the bounding box of a 3-dimensional particle space and its center. The root vertex of the tree represents this box. Each particle is then inserted into this box and a vertex may be split into multiple children if the box contains more particles than a user-speci ed limit. The split results in creation of one or more child vertices corresponding to octant(s) within the enclosing box. If a child is a pseudo-leaf and needs to be split, the tree building procedure halts if the subtree of that pseudo-leaf is remotely owned-GetSubtreeOwnerI D returns owner ID of the octants of the enclosing box. Every process now 1 B u i l d O c t r e e ( char * i n p u t , I n p u t P a r s e r * p a r s e r ) { 2 < p o i n t s , numRead >= D i s t r i b u t e P a r t i c l e s ( i n p u t , p a r s e r ) 3 < c e n t e r , d i a >= GetBoundingBox ( p o i n t s , numRead ) 4 
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An all-to-all communication of center-of-masses of local pseudoleaves is performed so that every process has the same vertex data in all the pseudo leaves. The center-of-mass of the vertices in the top subtree is computed bottom up starting from a pseudo-leaf. Kd-tree building follows similar procedure except for the absence of the all-to-all communication. The bounding box and other vertex data needed are updated during particle insertion.
For large data sets resulting in a tree deeper than 2xSubtreeHei ht levels, a xed SubtreeHei ht can result in over-fragmentation. SPIRIT avoids this by allowing variable height bottom subtrees. The structure of the octree in Barnes-Hut may change every time step based on the results of traversal from the previous time step. Currently, SPIRIT does not have optimizations in place to re-use parts of the tree that do not require restructuring; entire tree is rebuilt at the beginning of each step.
Tree traversals and pipeline parallelism
For repeated, independent, depth-rst traversals of a tree, shifting focus from a point's vertex access to its entire traversal exposes the entire traversal as a target for parallel execution. Because there are numerous traversals in an application, this view of the computation exposes substantial data parallelism: traversals are independent, so the tree can be replicated across nodes, with each node performing a subset of the traversals. However, as the tree size increases with increasing input data size, it may no longer be feasible to replicate the entire tree on each node. As a result, we are forced to distribute the tree across nodes. Unfortunately, this seems to preclude data parallelism! Each traversal needs to visit multiple nodes to complete its work. Interestingly, though, distributing the tree exposes a new opportunity for parallelism: pipeline parallelism.
Building the pipeline. A point's traversal through the partitioned tree can then be viewed as a ow through a pipeline with several, independent stages where each stage corresponds to a sub-traversal visiting one of the subtrees. Because each traversal visits di erent subtrees (and, indeed, some traversals visit subtrees in di erent orders), the pipeline stages unfold dynamically during traversal. Note that a single subtree can be visited multiple times during a traversal-every stage corresponds to visiting one subtree, but a subtree can be associated with multiple stages. If a point goes from a pseudo-leaf to a pseudo-root or vice-versa, the traversal moves from a pipeline stage associated with the rst subtree to a pipeline stage associated with the second subtree. If the subtrees involved are placed on distinct nodes, the traversal then makes a transition from one stage to another when the point traverses from the rst subtree to the second. For example, in Figure 2 , a traversal can start at the root of the tree, in subtree 1, then move to subtree 2, return to subtree 1 before proceeding to subtree 3-executing four pipeline stages while touching three subtrees.
Exploiting pipeline parallelism. In principle, each (dynamic) pipeline stage is independent of the others, so multiple traversals that are in di erent pipeline stages can be processed in parallel. In particular, two points that are visiting di erent subtrees (which may be mapped to di erent processes) can be processed simultaneously. However, because each process has only one thread (see Section 4), in practice, two pipeline stages can only be executed simultaneously if they are in subtrees that are mapped to di erent processes.
Scheduling for locality and aggregation
Stages from di erent points that visit the same subtree can be coscheduled to obtain improved temporal locality of vertex accesses. This is achieved through blocking of input data: allowing blocks of points to traverse the tree simultaneously (in essence, turning the pipeline stages associated with each of the points in the block into a single pipeline stage associated with all of the points in the block). Locality is improved by allowing multiple points to interact with each vertex in the subtree consecutively. Further, when a pipeline stage completes and the block of points is ready to move to another subtree, rather than initiating the next pipeline stage immediately, the block is aggregated in a bu er at the pseudo-leaf. Hence, multiple blocks can traverse a subtree before all of the points from those blocks are launched as a single pipeline stage on the next subtree. This aggregation further improves locality at the next stage, and also reduces messaging overhead. Figure 2 also shows the blocking of traversal workload, bu ers, and the subsets of points from multiple blocks being aggregated in bu ers. Note that the bu ers contain only subsets of the blocks that traverse the subtree, because some points truncate their traversal and do not arrive at the pseudo-leaf.
Managing block scheduling. When some of the points contained within the block truncate their traversals at a vertex, the block continues to traverse with "holes" left at positions of these points. These holes are tracked by keeping hole maps or contexts, vectors at each vertex, marking which holes are created at that vertex (i.e., which points truncate at that vertex). Figure 4 shows a block executing a stage associated with subtree 1, followed by a stage at subtree 2, and then executing a stage at subtree 1 again. The hole map on node 1 shows a hole created at position 3 at vertex a, at positions 4 and 5 at vertex b, and so on. No points truncate during the traversal of subtree 2, so the hole maps are empty.
The contexts must be tracked across multiple subtrees: when the block nishes traversing subtree 2 and returns to subtree 1 at vertex c, the hole information for that block must be recalled to ensure that points 1, 2, 4, and 5 are restored to the block so they can all visit vertex f . Tracking contexts e ciently can be challenging; The memory overhead in storing a context is O(b + d), where b is the size of the block and d is the depth of the subtree.
Because a context can be quite large, SPIRIT does not send it along with the message when the block transitions from one subtree to another. Instead, a block's context is distributed through the tree: when a block traverses a subtree, the context associated with the vertices in that subtree are kept in node-local storage. SPIRIT ensures that when a block returns to this subtree later in its traversal, it returns to the replica on the same node, allowing the context to be retrieved from node-local storage.
Load balance and Space adaptivity
Pipelining is critical to achieving good performance. However, the pipelined design as described in previous sections clearly has a bottleneck: all the blocks of input data execute the entry and exit stages associated with a single subtree (top subtree) when they begin and end their traversals at the root vertex. In addition, stages of this subtree are executed whenever a traversal makes a transition from a subtree below. For this reason, the node containing the top subtree remains heavily loaded. To reduce the burden on this node, SPIRIT replicates the top subtree across a set of nodes. This selective replication ameliorates the pipeline bottleneck without requiring the replication of the entire tree. Figure 2 also shows the replicated top subtree on nodes 4 and 5.
Top subtree replication can improve performance greatly as blocks of points can enter the pipeline from any of the nodes where the top subtree exists, allowing multiple nodes to share the burden of processing those blocks.
Space adaptivity. In addition to replicating the top subtree, the user can tune the amount of replicated data by also replicating other bottom-level subtrees. Choosing to replicate a subtree e ectively eliminates the subtree: the subtree is merged with its (replicated) parent subtree, and the associated pseudo-leaves and pseudo-roots are removed. In this way, the load on that subtree is distributed, and the messaging overhead of communicating across that subtree boundary is eliminated.
Note that if all subtrees are replicated, the entire tree is essentially replicated across all nodes. This immediately yields the dataparallel implementation of a distributed tree-traversal: the nodes are entirely independent of each other, and each node processes a subset of all the traversals on its locally-replicated tree. In this way, SPIRIT is able to smoothly transition between a pipeline parallel implementation (no replication) to a data parallel implementation (full replication) by choosing which subtrees to replicate.
Discussion. Given the dynamic nature of traversals, it is di cult to identify any bottleneck subtrees beyond the top subtree. Interestingly, we nd that if subtrees beyond the top subtree are replicated, it is not especially important which subtrees are replicated: targeting the most heavily loaded subtrees does not perform appreciably better than replicating random subtrees. Section 5.3 explores this behavior in more detail.
IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes some of the implementation decisions in SPIRIT and presents an abstraction that can be used to create distributed tree applications.
SPIRIT system. Figure 5 shows the architecture, interface, and an example of NN implementation in SPIRIT. SPIRIT's implementation uses the wrappers for MPI communication APIs available in BGL. The traversal kernel in SPIRIT is modeled upon BGL's visitor pattern. However, a visitor in SPIRIT is designed to take advantage of inter-traversal locality, and message aggregation opportunities, and hence implements a traversal of the tree for a block of points, rather than just one. The visitor helps us to separate the details of the distributed traversal of a block from its state; an application programmer overrides a method E aluateV ertex, which speci es the vertex computation.
E aluateV ertex returns a status indicating the order in which a traversal wants to visit child vertices in a binary tree. For an octree, we assume that this order is always left-child rst and plan to adapt our API to arbitrary orders in future work. Two additional methods need to be overridden: SetContext and GetContext. GetContext 
S P I R I T * s = S P I R I T : : G e t I n s t a n c e ( opt , The optimizations module accepts user-con gurable values of block size, bu er size, and replication percentage to tune optimizations corresponding to blocking scheduling, aggregation, and replication respectively. Determining an optimal con guration of these values is hard. However, a value of block size chosen based on vertex size, subtree height, and available cache size can give good performance [14] .
Threads vs. Processes. SPIRIT exploits multiple hardware execution contexts (cores or processors) on a single node by mapping multiple independent processes to each node. This design decision allows multiple subtrees to be mapped to a single node, improving load balance through overdecomposition. The processes are distributed round-robin, rst across nodes and then to multiple cores within nodes. For e.g. on 12 processes with a 10-node cluster, we use all 10 nodes for the rst 10, map 11 t h process to 1 st node, 12 t h process to 2 nd node and so on. Processes can either be chosen in round-robin (default) or random order to map them to subtrees. and adjacent subtrees whose pseudo-roots have the same parent are mapped to the same process. Blocked (default) or block-cyclic distribution of workloads to top-level subtrees is supported.
In order to alleviate the memory pressure arising from the need for each process to maintain its own storage for input data, SPIRIT uses shared memory segments: all the processes mapped to a node share the memory segment. Due to OS limitations, on some systems we cannot allocate all the points in a single shared memory segment to share between processes. In such situations, we process the input points in batches. While this introduces overhead that limits scaling (as we must impose a barrier between the batches), this is purely an artifact of OS limitations and not a limitation of SPIRIT's design.
An alternative to exploiting multiple cores is to parallelize the processing of a single subtree within a process, handing out multiple blocks (or sub-blocks) to multiple threads. This multi-threading approach would have worse load balance compared to the multipleprocess approach, and implementation-wise, would require another level of parallelism to be uncovered. SPIRIT uses the multi-process approach both because load balance is a substantial problem in pipeline parallelism and because it is easier to scale-up with existing implementation infrastructure to utilize more cores within a node.
EVALUATION
This section evaluates SPIRIT on ve tree applications from the domains of scienti c computing, data mining, and computer graphics. We begin by presenting strong-scaling and weak-scaling numbers for each of these benchmarks (Section 5.2), demonstrating the effectiveness of SPIRIT's combination of pipelining and selective replication. We then evaluate the space-adaptive capabilities of SPIRIT, showing how SPIRIT can smoothly trade o space usage (i.e., replication amount) for performance. Next, we present a performance breakdown consisting of the impact of subtree height, aggregation, and process utilization. Finally, we compare SPIRIT implementations of our benchmarks to implementations in two general graph frameworks-distributed Graph Lab and PBGL-as well as against existing, state-of-the-art distributed implementations of speci c applications.
Methodology
We evaluate four versions of SPIRIT: 1) Spirit DP : The data-parallel version of SPIRIT.
2) Spirit: The space-adaptive version of SPIRIT replicating only the top subtree.
3) Spirit P O : Spirit with pipeline-parallelism only (no subtree replication). 4) Spirit RO : Same as Spirit, but no pipeline parallelism (i.e., a subtree traversed by a block is "locked out" until that block completes its traversal of the entire tree; some parallelism is still available because there are multiple replicas of the top subtree).
Benchmarks.
The benchmarks are taken from the Treelogy suite [12] . Spirit is publicly available under the distributedmemory implementations of Treelogy benchmarks at: https://bitbucket.org/plcl/treelogy. Barnes-Hut (BH) [3] : is an e cient algorithm to simulate interaction of gravitational bodies. In our tests, we present the performance of an octree implementation run for 10 simulation steps. Nearest Neighbor (NN): is described in section 2. 2-Point Correlation (PC) [9] : is used to determine how clustered a data set is. The goal is to nd the number of pairs of points that are within a speci ed distance, R, from each other. SPIRIT includes kd-tree implementation of PC. Vantage Point (VP) [27] : is a nearest neighbor algorithm using vp-trees, where the partitioning plane is a hyper-sphere instead of a hyper-plane as in a kd-tree. Photon Mapping (PM) [7] : is an algorithm to realistically simulate interaction of light with objects in a scene. The objects in a scene are represented as triangle mesh, whose coordinates are then organized into a kd-tree. Ray-object intersection tests are accelerated through the depth-rst traversal of the kd-tree. Table 1 describes the data sets (real [16] and synthetic) used in our experiments. PC and BH workloads are inherent to the data set sizes. For other benchmarks, workloads are due to batching of multiple user requests: NN and VP workload sizes are half the data set sizes and PM's workload is due to tracing 1 million rays through a 480x620 pixel scene. The workloads are not pre-processed with techniques such as sorting. For the largest inputs used, the virtual memory requirement for the trees ranged from 10GB(VP)-20GB(PC), and for the total workload (including traversals) ranged from 32GB-48GB. In all the evaluated versions, message aggregation is turned on since the performance is better than that without aggregation. Block size is xed at 4096, and the bu er size is set to the block size. Unless otherwise noted, all performance measurements are taken on tree traversal times (exclusive of tree building time, as the traversal time is the dominant cost), and the runtimes are measured using wall-clock time. Every con guration of a test is run until a steady state is achieved, which yields errors of ±1% of the mean with 95% con dence. The locality optimized baselines represent single node runtimes and employ block scheduling [14] . The block size that gave the best performance (not necessarily the same block size in each con guration) is chosen; these implementations hence represent the best-available singleprocess implementations of each benchmark.
Workloads and distribution.
Platform and program development environment.
All experiments are run on a 10-node cluster with gigabit ethernet interconnect. Each node contains two 10-core, Intel Xeon-E5-2660-v3 processors and runs RHE Linux release 6. A core has 32KB L1 data and instruction cache, and 256KB of L2 cache. The cores share 25MB L3 cache and 64GB main memory. All benchmarks are implemented using C++ and Boost Graph Libraries (BGL 1.55.0) 2 . The programs are compiled using mpic++, a wrapper compiler for gcc 4.4.7, and linked with mpich2-1.4.1p1 3 and the corresponding BGL wrapper library functions.
Scalability
When SPIRIT is given enough space to replicate the tree, it essentially runs in data-parallel mode, and achieves excellent scaling (Spirit DP plots). The purpose of our scalability experiments is to explore the behavior when SPIRIT cannot replicate the tree across all inputs. In such a setting, SPIRIT's pipelining allows it to achieve speedup in both strong-scaling and weak-scaling settings. While this speedup is far less than when SPIRIT is able to fully replicate the trees, SPIRIT's performance is on par with existing hand-written, optimized, application-speci c implementations (Section 5.5), despite its generality.
Strong-scaling. We evaluate strong scaling in SPIRIT with both synthetic and real inputs but present here only representative results with real inputs due to lack of space. The input sizes used here are constrained by inputs that allow single-process runs to complete in a reasonable amount of time.
Figures 6 shows the results. Overall, Spirit scales well and outperforms Spirit P O , and Spirit RO . Spirit DP evaluations of PM at 128 and 256 did not run because of memory constraints. Across all the benchmarks, the geomean speedup in Spirit is 16.3 and that in Spirit RO is 7.7. Recall again that while this speedup seems small, it is in a setting-distributed trees-where, absent SPIRIT's pipelining and load balancing, we would not expect speedup at all.
The Spirit P O plots con rm the proposition of section 3.4 that pipeline-parallelism alone is not su cient to obtain good performance and that selective data replication is necessary. It may seem that the top subtree replication enabling data-parallel execution of sub-traversals is the only reason for Spirit's superior performance. However, comparison between Spirit RO and Spirit plots sheds further light: pipeline-parallelism yields, on an average, 1.54x increase in the speedup performance of Spirit RO : the combination of pipelining and replication provide the best performance.
As the input size is xed, the per-process number of blocks of input decreases (for a xed block size) with increasing number of processes. As a result, available pipeline-parallelism decreases. Hence, the performance di erence between Spirit RO and Spirit reduces as the number of processes increase. Note that in Spirit RO , sub-traversals execute in parallel only on the replicated top subtrees and there can only be one block in ight on bottom level subtrees. However, for an application like NN or VP, there still exists some pipeline-parallelism in Spirit RO because of the existing intra-block parallelism: a block may split into two sub-blocks at every vertex, each of which can be independently scheduled. This makes a single block traversing through the top subtree spread into multiple bottom subtrees, each of which execute the resulting sub-blocks in parallel. In other words, even with pipelining ostensibly turned o in Spirit RO , pipeline parallelism is still exploited.
There is more intra-block parallelism, hence pipeline-parallelism, in NN than VP (traversals in VP are much shorter). As a result, Spirit RO does not yield as much pipeline parallelism in VP, and turning on both replication and pipelining produces a big di erence in performance. Because of the lower communication overhead in VP, the absolute speedup numbers are greater than those in NN while producing the same result. BH o ers the maximum bene ts due to pipeline-parallelism because of the presence of more pseudoleaves for a given top subtree height. We nd that the di erence between SPIRIT RO and Spirit is even more with larger data sets used in the weak scaling experiments.
Weak-scaling. Because our target applications are irregular, it is challenging to ensure that the amount of work done per node is xed as the input and system size scale up. Instead, we scale the input size with the number of nodes-this results in more traversals and larger trees. Note that these benchmarks are O(n log n) applications, so a linear increase in the input size results in a larger increase in the amount of work; in this experiment, we expect the overall execution time to increase. As gure 7 shows, we essentially see that behavior. Here, the input sizes are too big to fully replicate the tree, so only a distributed approach such as in SPIRIT su ces to execute these inputs. Every process performs 0.5 million traversals. The tree size varies approximately from 16 to 128 million vertices. Tree traversal times normalized against 16-process runtimes are measured.
VP shows the best weak scaling. This is expected because of the shortest average traversal length causing minimal communication overhead. PC shows the worst weak scaling. This is because of a xed radius value: the need for nding all pairs of points within a xed radius causes disproportionate increase in traversal length. PM also shows at scaling. This is due to the tree size in PM experiments being constant. Due to the unavailability of inputs (scenes) with large number of object triangles and the di culty in generating synthetic input specifying geometry and other properties of objects in scenes, we scale-up the rays being traced from 0.5 million to 4 million while keeping the tree size constant. Figure 8 shows the space-adaptive capability of SPIRIT. Given a simple strategy of replicating random subtrees (in addition to the top subtree), SPIRIT supports space-adaptivity by varying the number of such random subtrees. Selecting more subtrees to replicate gives more replication, and hence better performance, at the cost of more space usage. The x-axis represents the user-speci ed percentage of total vertices of the tree that are replicated. The left-most data point corresponds Spirit con guration and the right-most is Spirit DP , which involves no communication and hence, represents the best performance. Partial replication beyond the Spirit con guration in PM was not possible in case of 256 processes and hence, the corresponding plot is not shown. As we see, in all cases, increasing the amount of replication improved performance.
Space-adaptive evaluation
Replication serves two purposes: mitigating load-imbalance in the pipeline and reducing messaging overhead. The top subtree is by far the biggest bottleneck in the pipeline, as all traversals must visit the top subtree but, due to truncation, lower-level subtrees may not be visited by all traversals. Hence, the load balancing bene ts of replication come primarily from replicating the top subtree. Further replication primarily serves to eliminate pseudo-leaves in the top subtree and hence messaging: if a lower-level subtree is replicated, then there is no need to perform communication when transitioning to its (former) pseudo-root, as both the subtree and its parent are on the same node.
An interesting consequence of this dichotomy (replicating the top subtree eliminates the bottleneck, while replicating other trees primarily targets reduced communication) is that it does not particularly matter which subtrees (beyond the top one) are replicated: any replicated subtree eliminates a pseudo-leaf, and while some subtrees are visited more than others, this is a second-order e ect.
We con rm this behavior by evaluating a version of SPIRIT that replicates bottleneck subtrees, rather than random subtrees: we perform a pro ling run to determine which subtrees are the most heavily loaded, and replicate those. We nd that the performance di erence between this pro le-driven strategy and the random strategy is negligible. We also nd that dynamic subtree replication strategies perform worse compared to replication during tree construction. It turns out that SPIRIT's simple strategy is su cient.
Overall, we note that we get the best performance with fully data-parallel implementations. It is important to note, though, that this requires replicating the entire tree across every node, which may consume too much memory. Overall, these experiments demonstrate that SPIRIT is able to adapt its space usage to the resources at hand, and use pipeline parallelism to mitigate the loss of data parallelism when full replication is not possible.
Performance breakdown
Process utilization. Table 2 shows the process utilization measured as the ratio of computation time over total traversal time. We show the results for the smallest and largest of the synthetic inputs. Computation time (VT) is obtained from the average of computation times of all processes. The processes are either performing local computation or incurring overhead: either from actively communicating with other processes to handle remote traversals or polling for messages that indicate the completion of remote traversals. In other words, VT represents the "real" computation performed by SPIRIT, as opposed to overheads incurred due to distribution. We expect to see two trends: rst, as more processes are added for a xed input size, we expect VT to decrease as a percentage of traversal time, as more time must be spent in handling distribution. Second, if the input is increased for the same number of processes, we would expect relatively more time to be spent in VT, as each process holds a larger portion of the tree, and hence performs more computation. Table 2 con rms both of these trends. Load imbalance. Figure 9 shows the load distribution with respect to both synthetic and real inputs. The gure shows, for each process id in the 128-process run, the relative amount of time spent in computation vs. messaging overhead (in other words, a higher number means more time spent performing real computation). If there were load imbalance, we would expect to see that some processes spend signi cantly more time in computation (vs. messaging overhead) than others.
As can be seen from the gure, SPIRIT's subtree based partitioning and distribution scheme results in uniform load among all processes mostly. However, BH_lambb is an exception (presence of peaks) as lambb is a clustered data set. Hence, some subtrees of the octree are visited more frequently during the force calculation stage. The current distribution scheme of allocating all the sibling subtrees to a single process results in overloading this process when the sibling subtrees are frequently visited. For this particular input, we found that distributing the tree di erently resulted in better load balance (nevertheless, all of the results shown in this section use SPIRIT's default distribution).
Subtree size and message aggregation. Figure 10(a) shows the impact of subtree size and aggregation on the performance of 128-process runs. As SubtreeHei ht is a rough indicator of subtree size, we measure the performance with varying subtree heights. As SubtreeHei ht is increased, the number of pseudo-leaves increases, which increases pipeline-parallelism and also the messaging overhead. So, we expect the performance to improve initially and then degrade as the overhead outweighs parallelism bene ts. The gure shows this trend for all the benchmarks except in case of PM. The kd-tree distribution in PM results in decreasing number of pseudo-leaves with increasing height due to the long and narrow tree structure. This improves performance due to more replication and less overhead. Figure 10(b) shows the speedup improvement due to message aggregation, over non-aggregated runs with all inputs used. Overall, aggregation yields a 1.6x speedup improvement. NN and VP show higher bene ts compared to other benchmarks because of the improved pipeline-parallelism resulting from increased intra-block parallelism. Figure 11 : SPIRIT vs. ChaNGa.
SPIRIT, DGL, PBGL, and reference software
In this section, we compare Spirit with implementations using one traversal-centric and one vertex-centric framework:PBGL and DGL. We also compare Spirit with ChaNGa [13] , which is the state-of-the-art distributed implementation of Barnes-Hut (reference software for distributed implementations of PM and NN were not available). Since Spirit is specialized for distributed tree processing, we expect Spirit to perform better in comparison with generic distributed graph processing systems like PBGL and DGL. However, since Spirit lacks the application-speci c customizations that reference software systems are able to exploit, we might expect Spirit's performance to lag behind that of ChaNGa.
The DGL model is not the right programming t for any tree benchmark involving depth-rst traversals: the executions continue to run beyond 4 hours-due to excessive synchronization (once after every vertex computation)-and hence time out. However, the traversals in DGL are implemented easily as state transitions encapsulated in GAS template.
PBGL traversals employ asynchronous message-passing and avoid excessive synchronization. However, the traversals visit more vertices than necessary, and do not optimize communication. Implementing PBGL traversals requires a little more e ort than DGL: de ning a DFSV isitor class and overriding its methods disco er _ ertex and f inish_ ertex, and passing an instance of the class and other bookkeeping arguments (for tracking vertex visits) to the tsin_depth_f irst_ isit API. The API allows a programmer to traverse a distributed tree without worrying about the underlying tree distribution. However, the API does not handle multiple traversals e ciently, and has no support for enforcing the order of vertex visits-which ruled out PM implementation. These factors cause more vertex visits and hence, more work to be done. Also, the API does not take advantage of increased data replication when available and this creates a pipeline bottleneck as in Spirit P O .
Spirit, due to e cient truncation handling, optimizing communication, and avoiding the pipeline bottleneck, outperforms PBGL signi cantly (>150x geomean speedup). Also, Spirit implementations have the least average lines of code (90) compared to DGL (200) and PBGL (192) implementations as they encapsulate coarse-grained computations (entire traversal) similar to PBGL and ne-grained computation (vertex computation) similar to DGL.
SPIRIT vs. ChaNGa. Figure 11 compares the strong scaling performance of SPIRIT and ChaNGa. These tests are conducted on real inputs [22] . Overall these experiments show that SPIRIT is competitive with application-speci c implementations.
SPIRIT's treecode computes only Newtonian gravity forces while ChaNGa is more general. In order to ensure that both ChaNGa and SPIRIT compute the same result, the performance impact due to softening force calculations in ChaNGa is mitigated by setting very low eps values. ChaNGa contains many application-speci c optimizations for incremental computation that allow it to run faster over multi-step simulations by avoiding re-computing forces that have not changed since the previous time step. However, the rst computation step represents an apples-to-apples comparison between ChaNGa and SPIRIT: both fully compute the forces for each body. In this rst step, SPIRIT is actually 1.2 to 2.6 times faster than ChaNGa for all inputs at smaller number of processes.
We attribute the faster performance of SPIRIT to its model of moving computation to data, rather than ChaNGa's model of moving data to computation-fetching and caching remote subtrees on node-local storage when a traversal visits them. At larger number of processes and larger scales, the overhead due to batch processing of input traversals as mentioned in section 4 brings down SPIRIT's performance. In addition, SPIRIT's default subtree distribution policy incurs some load imbalance issues that could be addressed with a di erent distribution (see Section 5.4) We plan to address these issues in the future.
RELATED WORK
Data partitioning, optimizing communication, overlapping computation with communication, and exploiting locality is critical to achieving high-performance in distributed irregular applications. While the performance of such applications has been analyzed in detail [5, 11, 20] , creating high-performance distributed-memory implementations remains a challenge. Distributed-memory graph programming frameworks partially automate and hence, simplify the creation of such applications. Frameworks based on the vertexcentric model [8, 15, [17] [18] [19] are widely used in implementing such applications. However, they are not suitable for certain tree applications due to the 'bulk-synchronous' model of computation causing excessive communication and the absence of vertex-level parallelism in the tree applications. Frameworks with a exible programming model [6, 10, 26] allow a coarser-granularity of computation to be captured and employ asynchronous message-passing to minimize the communication overhead. In fact, Nguyen et. al. [20] showed that bulk-synchronous model applied to vertex-centric formulation of some algorithms does not always give high performance and asynchronous scheduling along with algorithm-speci c optimizations are necessary. While some of these frameworks do not aggregate messages [10, 17] some do [6, 19] . However, existing locality opportunities due to coarse-level computation granularity are missed. SPIRIT exploits locality, optimizes communication, and automates traversals in a subset of tree applications. In doing so, SPIRIT adopts a traversal-centric approach, aggregates messages, and employs asynchronous scheduling in creating high performance implementations of distributed tree applications.
High performance, distributed implementations of irregular applications [2, 4, 13, 21] exploit application-speci c knowledge such as how the tree changes from iteration-to-iteration in Barnes-Hut [13] , and the range of bin size in two-point correlation [4] . SPIRIT being general, currently does not have these optimizations incorporated. However, these application-speci c optimizations could be incorporated into existing implementations.
Distributed kd-trees are constructed bottom-up [1, 21] , as against top-down, to avoid touching all points at every level. The domaindecomposition is customized for distributed octree construction in BarnesHut [13] . SPIRIT adopts a top-down, iterative approach for kd-and octree construction to avoid touching all the points in input data set at once. In the Hadoop implementation of distributed kd-tree by Aly et. al. [1] , the top subtree height is limited by the number of nodes. SPIRIT exploits pipeline paralllelism by making the height user-con gurable. In replicating the top subtree, SPIRIT generalizes a Barnes-Hut speci c optimization of locally essential trees [25] (replicating the top subtree captures only a subset of the interaction lists), and that of subtree caching of ChaNGa.
There has also been much work on application-speci c and independent [2, 14, 23] scheduling approaches to exploit locality in tree traversals. While these techniques are proposed in the context of shared-memory systems and rely on data-parallel formulations, SPIRIT adopts an application-independent technique [14] in a distributed-memory setting.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented SPIRIT, a framework for creating distributed tree traversal applications. SPIRIT provides algorithms for tree distribution, supports distributed execution of applications when the input cannot be replicated on all nodes. It provides pipeline parallelism to expose parallelism in the distributed application. SPIRIT uses a block-scheduling scheme and message aggregation to maximize locality and reduce messaging overheads. Finally, it uses selective replication to avoid bottlenecks in the pipeline, allowing programmers to tune the amount of replication in an application to trade o performance and space usage. Our evaluation showed that SPIRIT can (strong-and weak-)scale across ve benchmarks, and that its space adaptivity allows for increasing performance when more space is available for replication. Finally, we showed that SPIRIT implementations far outperform implementations in generic graph frameworks, and that SPIRIT provides competitive performance compared to reference software.
